SHORT SYNOPSIS
1905. A Jewish Shtetl. Shimek and Buzya are two 10 year olds. Of course, she is a princess and
he is a prince. They live in the same yard, in neighboring palaces. What Buzya really means to
him, Shimek begins to understand only years later when, far away from home, he receives the
news that Buzya is about to be married off.

LONG SYNOPSIS
1905. A Jewish Shtetl. A boy and a girl fell in love with each other in childhood without even
realizing clearly that they were happy in this simple, unconcealed, childish love. The story of
this love is simple. The children grew up. Shimek, the young man, didn’t want to follow his
father’s footsteps, so he chose his own way and left his father’s house. He forgot Buzya. It is
only years later, when he receives the news that she is to be married off to some one else, that
Shimek returns to his native town where nothing seems to have changed, except his house
became somewhat smaller, his father’s bear got more grey, and as though his mother became
shorter. As for Buzya, she has not changed a bit. She grew up and became beautiful. More
beautiful than ever. Shimek realizes now that he loves her with all his heart. Buzya’s eyes give
her away as well. He tries to get his happiness back. It seems as though Buzya doesn’t want
to hear his declaration, she just points her hand to the sky, to the setting sun, and says: “It
is late. Look, how late it is!”. Although it seems that nothing has changed in the small town,
something is gone forever.
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FILM INFO
Original title 			Pesn pesney
English title 			
Song of Songs
Based on 			
«Song of Songs» by Sholem Aleichem
				
Featuring characters from «Melamed Boyaz», 		
				«Winning Ticket»,
				
«A Correspondence between Two Old Friends»
				
«The Spinning Top», «Esther», «The Fiddler»,
				
«The Resilient», «The Littlest of King»,
				
«Hanukah Money» and «Notes of a Salesman»
				by Sholem Aleichem
Country of production		
Ukraine
Year of production		 2015
Film type 			Feature narrative
Running time 			76 min
Language 			Russian
Subtitles 			English
Genre / Interest			
Drama, Romance, Childhood, Family Friendly,
				Female Director(s), Female Screenwriter(s), 			
				Relationships, Jewish, Yiddish literature
Film website			www.songofsongsfilm.com

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
«Song of Songs» by Sholem Aleichem to me was a treasure in which simplicity and fragility
are the strongholds. Here you have real beauty, the deepness that allows one to soar high.
In the film, I wanted very conscientiously to bring to screen the world created by Sholem
Aleichem. The basis of this precious world is the special chastity that allows one to retain
the ability to forgive and to breathe as in childhood, and absolutely seriously to long for
something quite unrealizable. I wanted to get to the place where fears will recede in front
of tenderness, where the soul will rest, and will remember something very dear, very close,
where one can hope that two parallel lines will intersect: on the one hand the graceful line
of dreams, weightlessness, and on the other, the vulnerability facing the circumstances that
usually make up the ineluctable stream of life.

Q&A WITH EVA NEYMANN
The film “Song of Songs” is based on the works of Sholem Aleichem – what inspired you
to choose this particular author?
My Grandfather was the first, who read me stories by Sholem Aleichem. There were six thick
brown books on the shelf, that I loved, I guess before I could read.
I dropped in an antic bookshop in Odessa a couple of years ago and coincidentally, I saw the
familiar brown books again. It was clear that I had to buy them. I have read and will read
stories by Sholem Aleichem over and over again, trying to learn from this incredible artist
to dream, to be free. The film is based on his “Song of Songs”, the novel that is very special
and stands out from his other works. In fact, in the film I have used directly and indirectly
fragments from across the whole of the collected works by Sholem Aleichem.
The love story of Shimek and Buzya takes place in a Jewish shtetl in Russia at the beginning
of the 20th century – how did you chose the locations that served as a setting for your
vision of this long lost world? When did the shooting take place?
We shot “Song of Songs” mainly in Odessa and in Vilkovo, popularly called Ukrainian Venice,
a small picturesque town on the Danube Delta.
I remember, as I met DoP Rimmvydas Leipus in May 2013 for the first location scout of
the “paradise scene”, we started by having a cup of coffee close to the seashore of Odessa.
Almost simultaneously we both spoke out “we are already in Paradise”. Afterwards we made a
thorough and exhausting location scout. At the end we shot on the very spot we had our cup
of coffee on the beginning. That was exactly one year later, beginning of May 2014. In those
days Odessa lived through the shock of the tremendous tragedy that took place on the 2nd of
May. The team was noticeably strained and scared as well, but there seemed to be an unspoken
rule not to talk about it. I think it was an expression of the wish to keep this paradise alive.
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We first see Shimek and Buzya as 10 year olds and later in the film as young adults. How
did you find the right actors to interpret that feature characters from several different
novels by Aleichem?
What was your experience in working with the chosen cast?
I was lucky to work with the excellent casting assistance Zinaida Mamontova. She travelled
cross half of the Ukraine in order to find the small Prince and Princess. I was happy to meet the
very special and solely innocent boy - Evgeniy Kogan (small Shimek) from Dnepropetrovsk
and Milena Tsibulskaja (small Buzya), who lives in Kiev. With Arina Postolova (Buzya) I
worked since she was 14. To me this talented girl always has been one of the most mysterious
and beautiful women I know. It was like a miracle as I saw the similarity of both Buzya’s, even
in their mystery. I met the young actor Arsenii Semenov in St. Petersburg and was charmed
at once.
It was a pleasure for me to work once again with the Kiev actress Vitlalina Bibliv and the
admirable poet Mikhail Weksler, who had performed in my previous films. Of course I was
happy to have an opportunity to work with my dearest Marina Polizeymako, Albert Filosov
and Vsewolod Shilovski. The work with such great artists was a real a challenge and I gave my
best to approach the level of their craft.
It took a great deal of talent and craft to recreate the magic of Aleichem’s world and its
characters. How was the artistic crew composed?
It is a long story, how I was impressed by Rimmvydas Leipus’s work since I was in my first
semester in the film academy. We’ve made two films together. I wish to keep working with him
“till retirement us do part.”
Almost the whole team lead by the patient and wise producer Alexander Tkachenko consisted
of people who had already shared with me the experience of filmmaking.
Really talented people, who love their work, surrounded me and these people trusted me.
It is my third feature film and it was the first time I understood, that shooting is not solely a
nightmare, but a kind of happiness.
Explain your choice of music used in the film.
I find it remarkable that all the interpreters of the music I used in “Song of Songs” were of
Jewish origins: Al Jolson, Jossele Rosenblatt, Josef Hassid, Jasha Heifetz and Fritz Kreisler. I
am far from setting priorities according to the confession or nationality. I can only say that
the period in the realm of music, when these great musicians were active had a special and
wonderful, a truly unique, spirit. In those times, a hefty wave of numerous Jewish musicians
reached the top of interpreting art. It was due to the different reasons that were not necessarily
coherent. Be that as it may, the music you hear in the film is the most important source of
inspiration for me and I hope its unique spirit touched the film.

EVA NEYMANN
Director, screenwriter
Eva Neymann, born in 1974, in Zaporozhje, Ukraine, studied
law at the Philipps Universität in Marburg (1994-1998)
and graduated in film directing from the Deutsche Filmund Fernsehakademie Berlin (2007). Eva directed three
documentary and three feature films that have been screened
and awarded at numerous international film festivals. Her
previous feature film “House With a Turret / Dom s bashenkoy”
(2012) premiered in the East Of the West competition at
Karlovy Vary International Film Festival, winning the prize
for the best film.

DIRECTOR’S FILMOGRAPHY
Samri Otomri, short fiction, 20’, Germany, 2001
Just Like Old Times / Wse po-staromu, documentary, 45’, Germany, 2004
Das Meer sehen, documentary, 20’, Germany, 2005
God’s Ways / Puti Gospodni, documentary, 60’, Germany, 2007
At the River / U Reki, feautre film, 90’, Ukraine, 2007
House With a Turret / Dom s bashenkoy, feature film, 80’, Ukraine, 2012
Song of Songs / Pesn pesney, feature film, Ukraine, 2015

SHOLEM ALEICHEM
Writer of “Song of Songs”
Sholem Aleichem, pseudonym of Sholem Rabinovitsh, (born February 18, 1859, Pereyaslav,
Russia [now Pereyaslav-Khmelnytskyy, Ukraine] - died May 13, 1916, New York, New York,
U.S.), was one of the founding fathers of modern Yiddish literature. A supreme Jewish
humorist, Sholem Aleichem tapped into the energies of the East European, spoken-Yiddish
idiom and invented modern Jewish archetypes, myths, and fables of unequaled imaginative
potency and universal appeal. The musical “Fiddler on the Roof ”, based on his stories about
Tevye the Dairyman, was the first commercially successful English-language stage production
about Jewish life in Eastern Europe.
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ALEKSANDER TKACHENKO
Producer
Aleksander Tkachenko has been working in the field of
television and film since 1988. Now Aleksander is holding
the position of the CEO in “1+1 Media”, one of biggest media
groups in Ukraine.
He is a producer, creator and host of many programs. His
credits include producing of film “Vysotsky. Thank you for
being alive”, three films directed by Eva Neymann “At the River”,
“House with a Turret” and “Song of Songs” and number of
popular TV series, including “Milkmaid from Hatsapetovka”,
“Tomorrow will be tomorrow”, “Hope as proof of life”, “Polkadot sky”, “Shoot immediately”, “Fortune-teller” etc.

COMPANY PROFILE
PRODUCTION
1+1 Production is the Production Department of 1+1 Media Group. It is responsible
for creation of in-house and adaptation of international formats of various genres for TV
channels of the Group: TV series, sitcoms, documentary and sports programs, original
programs, information broadcasting, reality and dating shows, talent shows, scripted realities,
etc. The production covers not only in-house needs, but also works with external customers.
The General Producer of 1+1 Production is Victoriia Liezina-Masliana. The majority of the
content of 1+1 Media Group’s TV channels is created by 1+1 Production.

CAST
Small Buzya		

Milena Tsibulskaya

Small Shimek 		

Yevheniy Kogan

Buzya

		Arina Postolova-Tihipko

Shimek			Arseniy Semenov
Shimek’s father

Karen Badalov

Shimek`s mother

Vitalina Bibliv

Shimek’s grandfather

Samoil Silin

Uncle			Mikhail Bogdasarov
Melamed		

Vsevolod Shilovskiy

Guests			Stalina Lagoshnyak
			Maryna Politseymako
			Albert Filozov
			Yuriy Nevgamonnyy
Hazan

		

Semen Vyrozub

Rabbi

		

Mikhail Veksler
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MAIN CAST

Milena Tsibulskaya
- Small Buzya

Yevheniy Kogan
- Small Shimek

Arina
Postolova-Tihipko
- Buzya

Vitalina Bibliv
– Shimek`s mother

Karen Badalov
- Shimek’s father

Arseniy Semenov
- Shimek

Marina Politzeymako
- Guest

Vsevolod Shilovskiy
- Melamed

Albert Filosof
- Guest

CREW
Screenplay			 Eva Neymann
Director				Eva Neymann
Director of Photography		

Rimmvydas Leipus

Production Designers		

Gennadiy Popov, Ilya Iovu

Costume Designer		

Khvastov

Make-up Artist			

Oksana Yarmolenko

Lighting Designer		

Oleg Logvinov

Casting Director			

Zinaida Mamontova, Tatiana Murlakova

Sound Engineer			

Alexander Shchepotin

Film Editor			

Pavel Zalesov

Production Managers		

Alla Belaya, Anzhela Chebotar

Executive Producer		

Stanislav Zurahov

Creative Producer		

Natalia Stribuk

Producers			 Aleksander Tkachenko, Igor Kolomoisky
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CONTACTS
Company

Production

Contact		

Kristina Shkabar

Address		

Frunze str.,23, 04080 Kyiv, Ukraine

Phone		

+38044 490 01 01

Email		

k.shkabar@production.1plus1.tv

Website		

media.1plus1.ua

PROMOTION – FESTIVALS AND PRESS
Company

EVERYTHING WORKS LLC

Contact		

Ivana Ivišić

Address		

Prisavlje 6, 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia

Mobile		

+385 91 1811 002

Email		

ivanaivisic@me.com

